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SUBJECT: "Making Over the Old Felt Hat." Information from the Bureau of Home
Economics, U.S.D-A*
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If you ask me what most women are thinking about these days, I'll give

as my first guess—fall clothes. Most of us are putting serious thought on

clothing the family for the coming season as well as on our own dresses, coats

and hats. And many of us are looking over last year 1 s clothes to see what we

can remodel and use again for the coming year.

If you're skillful at making over and if you have a felt hat among your
left-overs, you can solve the hat problem for yourself without expense. Pelt

hats are very much in vogue this fall and fortunately felt is an easy material

to remodel. I've actually seen some of the most batteroa, shabby felts turned
into smart becoming models that look as if they had just stepped out of a Fifth
Avenueylnf-81; and I've seen women make very attractive hats out of their

husbands' old discarded felts.

So let' s have another look among the left-overs in the attic and see

what treasures we can discover in the line of felt hats. Then let' s study

the new reliable fashion books for inspiration. Before even starting the

make-over job, let's have a clear idea of hat styles this fall— the correct

size, the new shapes of both brim and crown, and the nev? ways of wearing hats.

Then let' s clean the old felt, stem it, press it on a hat block and give it

the right size, shape and finish. And let's pinch in the crown at a becoming

angle and put on the band. Now we're all ready to go—anywhere. Smart and

practical— that's a felt hat.

Well, now for some of the make-over details. Cleaning first. What's the

best way to clean a felt hat? lou can wash good-quality felt in water, but

the specialists don't advise it.- The felt tends to come apart when it's wet.

Too easy to poke a hole in wet felt just handling it. Beside, the color may

run. For safe cleaning, use some good cleaning fluid, like carbon tetrachloride.

This is a good solvent and isn't inflammable.

First, brush the hatvrcell, inside and out. You can brush it with a

medium soft brush. Or you can hrusli it with a rubber bath sponge. Some people

like to use just a plain dry sponge. Very soiled spots you can take out by

rubbing with a bit of fine sandpaper or emery paper. A soft art gum eraser will

help rub off soil. Now, if the hat is pretty well soiled all over, you better

give it a bath in a cleaning fluid. Dip it in the fluid, brush it well with

a soft brush, and rinse it in some fresh fluid. Several dry-cleaning soaps or

benzine soaps are on the market. You can use these in the first bath to help

remove soil.

Another good way to clean a felt is to rub over the surface with a^paste

made of cornmeal and carbon tetrachloride. When the paste is dry, brush it off.
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The dirt will come with it. But however you clean, be sure not to press or
block until the felt is completely dry.

If the felt is faded, you can sometimes turn the crown and reblock,
using the hat inside out. If the felt has become worn and thin in places, cut
away the thin portion and blind-stitch the cut edges together. When you have
steamed and pressed the felt, the mend will scarcely show. You can sand-paper
any cut edges to make them smooth. If the felt is thin anywhere in the crown,
you can. strengthen it from the inside with a piece of adhesive tape which won't
show.

How, when the hat is clean, the next step is to steam and reblock it.

For this job you need a steaming tea kettle and a hat block.

Let's stop a minute here and take up this matter of hat blocks. You
probably often see these round wooden molds for hats in the windows of cleaning
pressing and repair shops. You can buy such blocks at millinery supply stores.
Or you. can make your own block to fit your own head by padding a kitchen bowl o

a saucepan and covering it with a tight cloth cover. The idea is to have the

block exactly the size of your head. Measure your head and pad to fit it.

Now to return to the tea-kettle. Felt must be moist 1 when it is blocked.

So steam the hat from the inside by holding it over the steaming spout of the

kettle. Now mold it over the block, using your hands to stretch and smooth it

on the block until it lies smoothly and snugly in place, no wrinkles anywhere.
Tie a cord tightly at the head-size line to hold it in place. Now apply the

steam from the outside and continue to smooth and stretch the felt until it is

the shape you want. Lay a damp cloth over the hat and press with a warm iron.

Press all over the entire block. Don' t remove the hat from the mold until it

is quite dry.

After the crown is dry, you can lay the brim flat on the ironing board
and press this also with a damp cloth and a warm iron-

When the hat is dry, rub it lightly with sand paper and then with a soft

brush. Begin at the top of the crown and brush round and ' round in one

direction working outward until the entire surface is smooth.

No lining is necessary in a felt hat, though many people like a narrow

ribbon fastened on around the bottom of the crown inside to prevent soil and
help hold the hat in shape.

Sometimes the original ribbon band for the outside, needs only a soap

and water bath, a rinse and a press to look as good as new.

If you want information on remodeling hats and other garments, write

the Bureau of Home Economics at Washington, D. C Specialists there are glad
to help in both food and clothing conservation. Or write your state college.

Tomorrow, we'll discuss ways to conserve apples, quinces, crabapples

and grapes for winter use.




